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7 Things to 
Know About the 
ROI of Value- 
Based Care

Stakeholders are digging for details to calculate the return 

on investment (ROI) for value-based care (VBC) programs. Such an analysis 

could help justify spending on quality improvement activities or help shape 

care guidelines, for example. 

However, in spite of the increasing focus on healthcare spending trends in the 

United States, the general idea of “value” is often how returns are expressed 

for VBC initiatives. Why? Because the payoff of high-quality, whole-person 

care goes far beyond just cost savings. In fact, it would be a mistake to count 

only the financial impact of certain interventions without examining other 

equally important gains. Benefits such as a positive patient experience, 

enhanced quality of life, and professional satisfaction for clinicians usually 

can’t be calculated in dollars and cents. Yet they are exceptionally valuable 

within the fabric of the system’s greater mission of service.

Here are a few principles to keep in mind when considering the ROI of VBC.

Value-based care has reached a 
significant milestone.
More than 60 percent of payments received in 2020 were tied to value 

in some way, and nearly 18 percent of payments were made through 

two-sided risk models.1 Every market is different, but all providers need 

to have a strategy to scale up VBC, lest they become obsolete. 

No matter your approach, realizing a return on your value-based care investment is a 

long-term prospect that requires market data, analysis, and insightful strategic planning. 

Leverage the Canton & Company experts to conduct your research, craft a growth 

strategy unique to your needs, and execute your path forward in value-based care.

Talk to the Team →
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The payoff of 
high-quality, 

whole-person care 
goes far beyond 
just cost savings
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Data is your friend. 
No VBC payment program can function without a strategy for data 

collection and data use throughout the continuum. Continuous quality 

improvement can be measured as an aspect of ROI.
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Understand both sides of the risk equation. 
Every alternative payment model has incentives and disincentives built in, 

whether they are explicitly stated or not. With deep analysis, providers can 

focus their efforts on short- and long-term goals that pay off.
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Health equity is the emerging growth area.  
An increasing percentage of providers are collecting standardized 

sociodemographic data, and about 41 percent are stratifying for those 

factors.1 In fact, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Innovation 

Center is looking to change existing VBC models to drive greater 

accountability for health equity.3
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Quality cannot be overlooked.
With VBC payment models, providers are incentivized to provide 

thoughtful, holistic care. By aligning activities to meet expected quality 

metrics, providers find that quality improves overall, resulting in a 

spillover effect that benefits other aspects of the business, such as 

marketing or fundraising.
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Revenue cycle management is essential.
Providers at every point in the value journey must be sure they can 

collect the reimbursement they earned so they’re not leaving money 

on the table. Revenue cycle management is especially critical for 

Community Health Centers — which often operate at margins of just 

3 percent.2

Payer mix determines the options.
Providers with multipayer relationships must review their revenue 

sources and decide which payment model or models will work best 

for them since there is no universally agreed upon structure among 

Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial payers.
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